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Abstract 
Object (outside reality) and its representation has been main problem of art since early ages. Indeed, the problem 
is neither in object nor in its representation. The problem is in the approach differences to the form of relation 
established in between object and its representation. Such that, approach differences to object and its 
representation takes place in history of art, art critics, art philosophy and finally semiology. At the same time, 
these approach differences both stand at the intersection of several philosophical, scientific and artistic traditions, 
and become the main element establishing these traditions. The relation of object and its representation has 
historically gone on as a tie between “reality” and “expression”. While “reality” is mentioning “object”, 
“expression” points out “image”. The tension between object and its representation has historically never shown 
a linear behavior, but it has shown variability depending on the economic, scientific, philosophic and cultural 
determinants of each era. In this study, an interdisciplinary historical view to the relation between object and its 
representation has been aimed. Philosophic, social, artistic and semiotic approaches of reality and expression 
shall be investigated and discussed in this context. The study is in institutional quality, and it shall be handled by 
considering related literature and discussions.  
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Object is an area of presence. Therefore, any question regarding what an object is, is a question to understand 
what presence and/or absence is. On the other hand, areas of presence and absence are both objective areas based 
on sensible data and subjective areas with mental expansion as well. Thus, object, presence, absence and 
questioning them take place within the content of science, philosophy and art since early ages and recently within 
semiotics.  
Since it is an area of presence, object always holds the question of representation in the agenda, because, self 
presentation of object directly by its own being means “inherent in self”. Even though it is possible in theory, the 
structure of object which bears, transports and produces the knowledge and then consequently meaning requires 
some other parameters in addition to its “inherent in self” structure. These parameters provide the tool 
transporting the meaning of the object or representation characters. For instance, the areas such as language, 
discourse, image, symbol, art, action are some of the representation areas which bear tools of transportation of the 
object. If so, object arrives at meaning interval by only a mediator or representation.  
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At the same time, subject, its forms of perception and historical conditions defining those forms of perception go 
along with the phenomenon establishing the meaning interval of the object. Hence, meaning is in the object, 
representation, perception and historical conditions managing the perception.  
Object and its representation relation has historically come as a connection tying “reality” with “expression”. 
Reality points out object while expression points out representation. This connection between reality and 
expression is always in tension in itself. There are two main reasons of this tension. First one is the question of 
what reality is and how it functions (point of view to reality). The second one is the question of establishing all 
quantities and qualities according to assumed reality measures as depending on the first reason (depending on 
definition and function of reality). This, indeed, forms the historical conditions of representation. Therefore, if 
reality bears the meaning interval by representation, meaning is mostly related with the forms of representation. 
Today, we obtain knowledge and experience of yesterday at a certain degree by investigating all representation 
areas of the past. To understand how those representation areas see and/or want to see the reality makes it 
possible for us to understand historical conditions of all the past. On the basis of this argument, an art weighted 
general point of view to the relation of object and its representation has been aimed in this presentation.  
Object and its presentation 
According to antique age philosophers such as Democritus and Aristotle, observable particulars are bodies or 
objects. Universe is formed by objects and gathering styles of them according to this view (Denkel, 1998, 14). 
Therefore, historically, establishment of representation was an attitude of understanding and perception of the 
object as a given reality and as independent from human experience in Ancient Greece. In different words, a 
materialist representation understanding was dominant. But Plato had developed the theory of “non-material 
forms of objects” to explain the being which he called forms or ideas (Rosenthal & P. Yudin, 1972, 373). 
According to Plato, all objects (abstract conceptions such as virtual, beauty, etc also are covered by his category 
of objects) bears real and objective being (Hançerlioğlu, 1987, 94). These objects are not the products of 
categorization or classification done by understanding (perception), they are specific to the real. Besides their 
reality, they exist as independent and abstract objects. Naturally, they are not beings as perceptive concrete 
beings, because, they are not part of our perceptional world. They are more real than perceptive world and 
establish the subject of real knowledge (Denkel, 1998, 141). In this condition, according to Plato, it is not 
possible for us to recognize the real reality and knowledge bearing objects. According to Plato, objects contain 
transandantal perfection. This approach took the mediating position of representation close to an idealist 
structure. These two different approaches to the perception of philosophical outer reality (materialist and idealist) 
determined major intersections of further representation forms.  
Approaches related to what the representation is are based on these two major views. For example, Deleuze 
(2004, 12), by saying on the basis of Proust’s Platonism, “learning is at first dealing with a matter, object, being 
as emitting indicators to be decoded, interpreted”, makes object a mediator for representation.  In the other words, 
he proposes that the real learning is not based on object but based on its representation. This approach is different 
than the approach which makes representation a mediator to object. According to Farago`ya (2006, 27), what the 
straightness of life obstruct our perception, representation takes it into the day light.  This approach makes not 
object but representation as mediator by emphasizing objects without representation cannot be recognized. Iser 
(1989, 254) defines the purpose of representation as reflecting the being before and outside of itself, given reality, 
and at the same time, to establish this reality. But in all these approaches, by which method those mediators 
(representation or object) discover the meaning has been the main problem.  
The first method regarding the reality and its representation has been in close relation with the conceptions of 
resembling and mimesis. Charles S. Peirce, in his triadic theory where he takes indicators as representation area 
(Rifat, 2009, 30-33), has investigated the relations between classification of icon, symptom and symbol, and 
connotation, similarity and interpreter. Later, Goodman (1976, 4) proposed that an object resembles itself at the 
highest degree but seldom represents itself while he was explaining the codes of non-language symbol systems, 
and resemblance was reflective and symmetric as differing from resemblance. No doubt, every representation is 
not tied by similarity to the object that it represents. But, particularly in the field of art, reflection and similarity 
have been most used connection in representation of outer reality.  
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Up to Modernism (indeed, including Modernism) a relative analogy with “similarity”, “proximity”, “continuity”, 
“integrity” and “relational” (Arnheim, 1997; Jackson, 2008; Crick, 2000) has been established for representation 
character of object, and to reflect and test the reality. Especially constructivist (Piaget, 2007) trends and Gestalt 
doctrines have made these conceptions take active places in the researches of representation areas such as art and 
language. Representation of outer reality has most densely entered into the content area of philosophy, art and 
language philosophy.  
Up to 20th century, many art thinkers and philosophers have evaluated the representation of object based on 
similarity and reflection (mimesis) within the similar and linear resemblance phenomenon, and took attention for 
the end of resemblance process phenomenon by Modernism.  
According to Freeland (2008, 45), resemblance to reality started in ancient Greece. But while Gombrich (1980, 
46-394) was explaining The Story of Art, he took the resemblance relation between object and representation as 
linear in history of art point of view.  
The datum of reflective based resemblance is that the reality is comprehensible, provable and searchable as much 
as representation resembles the reality (the reality that totally not recognizable as itself). For human being, the 
relations and prove of object, ego, presence and absence have always been troublesome. Seeing of eye, touching 
of hand, hearing of ear, tasting of tongue have not been enough, proving what is seen, checking the presence 
required representation as mediator. Representation phenomenon in Ancient Greece bears representation 
character convenient to reflective base of resemblance. This representation consists to test and check the outer 
reality by senses.  
Another version of reflective based resemblance is the idealized state of transcendental outer reality in thinking. 
In his explanation of 15th century paintings, Leppert (2002, 21) emphasizes that those paintings show how 
painted beings, objects or people are to be, more than how they are. By Wundram’s referencing (2008, 8), 
Leonardo has specified that nature should be expressed with its pure perfection instead of its imitation as it is. 
Here, the representation phenomenon is different from the one in Ancient Greece. In 15th century, although object 
was still recognized as given reality, an idealized state of resemblance (over beauty or ugliness) had been loaded. 
Understanding of object representation by ideal beauty became dominant. During the whole renaissance, 
idealized representation has dictated how the reality should be. Therefore, the representation of reality by 
resemblance based reflection has shown not linear but with multi variable character and continued by differing.  
Until Modernism, the representation understanding is like a frozen definition of only that moment and what is 
there. Forms are solid and permanent. Reality subject to representation witnesses the moment. That’s it. If so, 
representation is the representation of reality at a certain moment. Thus, definition is for a moment, position and 
belongs to a frozen time slice. But the reality of object dynamism required the time condition to take place in the 
representation. Air, light, color and time phenomena have characteristically acted in perception of reality in 
Modern art. After renaissance, the resistance of Modern art against solid formalism of renaissance, the reality of 
changing of everything every moment has transformed the representation dimension of reality. In the last quarter 
of 18th century, Kant (1724-1804) proposes time and space are inspirations of mind coming before every kind of 
experience (Weber, 1991, 307). Therefore, by claiming that time and space thoughts come not from the 
experiment but from mind and they existed in our minds since birth, Kant inevitably says that “bodies are 
consistent of thoughts” (Weber, 1991, 316). Here, the inspiration of the large area of Modern art is the thought of 
recognition of given reality by mind and senses together. By Tunalı`s specifying (1983, 22-100), Impressionist 
philosophy and recognition of “sensations” in object understanding of Mach became driving elements of Modern 
art. In addition to that, Lock’s thought on phenomena establishing the outer world on the basis of outer and inner 
perception and an active mind giving forms of views has put an important difference in representation 
understanding of Modern art.  
Demolishing the old representation understanding and establishing new one by Modernism is not spontaneous 
but due to the requirements of historical conditions of time. Fischer (1993, 122-162).says that “Always, 
everywhere established form, structure and layout resist against the new. Human being has fearful respect to old 
forms. In one side demolishing the old forms and in the other side to create new forms by changing the old 
requires new social essence.” Here, this essence, historical conditions such as industrialization and appearance of 
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working class, fast urbanization phenomena, developments in technique and science, economic changes, 
sociologic and philosophic currents, and later destruction and concussion in Europe after the First World War 
required to representation the object not by its form but by its formless shape, depressed, ugly, entertaining, 
twisted, deformed, comic state of society and life.  
But the representation has never been the object itself even though how well resembles or idealized, how terribly 
twisted, whatever it does. Showing the object as its representation in art area started by Dada in 1914, Duchamp 
has first time showed an object (urinal) as an art craft. This situation has been interpreted by art critics as 
recreation of object with a plastic value. Whereas there is nothing as recreated. On recreation of object, Strauss 
(1995, 127) has made an important emphasize by saying “the object is being shown or recreated, or at least which 
thought of these two is in the mind of artist, because the object can never be recreated. The real problem is to 
know this.” Recreated thing is not the object, but now the object represents both itself (as an urinal) and 
something else out of itself (as an art craft).  
Thus, 20th century points out a process causing many interpretations through the object nad representation 
relation point of view. Turani (2008, 108) emphasizes modern painting as independent of object. Berger (2005, 
10) takes attention to the reproduced structure of presentation which is broken from the object for re-consumption 
by saying that an image is recreated or reproduced view and in every image there is a form of seeing. On the 
other hand, Klee (translated by İpşiroğlu and İpşiroğlu, 1991, 47) brings an inspirational approach to 
representation phenomenon by proposing that the function of art is to make it visible not the visible ones but the 
unvisibles. Berger (2005, 8), mentions to perception differences by saying what we think or believe affects how 
we see the objects. Indeed, all these approaches appeared at the final stage of Modernism when it spaces the door 
to Postmodernism have opened the way for interpretation of art as art is far from the reality and it is the area 
where it represents itself. The answers to a rightful question such as “if art will not represent the reality (whatever 
the reality is), what will it represent?” will establish the new dimension of representation. This dimension is 
united in the thought of art represents unreal, inspirational, abstract and unrecognizable. If so, reality is real 
enough. But art is still looking for its own reality. Escape from the reality (because Modernism could not create 
promised beautiful world. Reality was rough, said and distructing) resulted art to be seen as an area of inherent to 
itself and toward itself (representing itself).  
On the other hand, Postmodern discourses which developed in 1960’s and semiotic approaches have attached 
totally different dimensions to reality and representation area. Especially, in Postmodern understanding which 
works on the argument of  consuming outer reality and producing representation instead of it, the assumption of 
every representation area transforms to reproduced representation areas by individual perception has been 
valuable. In the other words, evrybody’s reality is with himself, and representation of today (including previously 
produced all representations) or increasing the number of previously consumed by reproducing and reproducing, 
or the outer reality is just a representation thus producing the representation of representation understanding 
became dominant. Baudrillard (1998, 150) proposes that reality is the copy of model by defending that simulation 
determines our today’s world. The main emphasize of Postmodern approach to the relation of object and its 
representation is focused on idealist even nihilist views. Because, by taking the outer reality into the brackets, it  
starts from the assumption of there is no reality, indeed. Approaches such as representation and reality lost its 
importance and main determinant is individual perceptions are very common in Postmodern discourse. Onega et 
al (2002, 12) proposes that every kind of representation should choose a looking angle against the represented 
object, accept validity measures and require a reality theory. On the other hand, Foucault (2012) discusses 
representation and meaning in Rene Magritte’s painting “this is not a pipe” which turns upside down the 
representation understanding of Modernism. For instance, Eco (2008) proposes that representation or reality is 
just a tool, and meaning is sourced from the interpreter by saying that a representation or text is an apparatus 
designed to create its reader. Thus, the discourse determining today’s representation, at the same time and at a 
certain degree puts forth the reality perception that it wants to create or destroy. Here, the claim of Postmodern 
discourse that reality perception become absent through interlocking of simulation and reality, at the same time 
the claim of a top discourse become dominant to knowledge producing object and consequently this top discourse 
determines both object and representation (Foucault, 1999; 123) have reduced the reality. Therefore, 
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representation works through the perception of non-existing or not noticeable reality. Representation has become 
a simulation of representation determined by top discourse.   
Conclussion 
Relation forms of object and its representation follows the traces of two different approaches (materialist and 
idealist) which is the basis of reality perception and consequently establishing the representation. These approach 
differences have been formed different discussion areas for outer reality and its representation in philosophy, 
language, science and art. In art area approaches to reality and its representation have been in close relation with 
resemblance and mimesis. But resemblance and mimesis supplied not a linear but a variable structure determined 
by historical conditions with so many parameters. Even, resembling worked through the outer reality sourced by 
perception. This perception is sourced from object, mind, idealized object or idealized mind. In our days, the 
perception of reality is turned upside down, even has been taken within brackets, and reality has been simulated. 
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